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Although much of what we know
about plant (or animal) metabolism
has been generated from studies with
isolated subcellular structures such as
chloroplasts, mitochondria, and ribosomes, most investigators have had to
accept a choice of either "preparative"
amounts of crude suspensions or vanishing by small quantities of pure particles. Moreover, the intactness of isolated organelles has been a doubtful
quality; most "chloroplast preparations" have been "class II" chloroplasts, a euphemism for stripped and
swollen lamellae, devoid of stroma and
limiting membrane. The discovery of
peroxisomes has glaringly illuminated
this unhappy state; for we suddenly
find that peroxisomes, not chloroplasts,
contain the catalase of green leaves,
and that these same bodies, not mitochondria, are the sites of fatty acid
oxidation in fatty seedlings.
No one has been content with conventional methods of particle separation and, with the new possibilities for
relatively large-scale density gradient
centrifugation in zonal rotors, we need
no longer be limited by them. It is
now possible, at least theoretically, to
prepare biochemically useful quantities
of all kinds of subcellular particles
with defined sedimentation coefficients
and equilibrium densities. In the future
we should be able to specify that the
particles in a chloroplast preparation
have S-values of between 500 and 550
kilosvedbergs and equilibrium densities
between 1.100 and 1.105 g/cm3. Naturally, we should also demand ultrastructural intactness.
Toward this end a Microsymposium
on the Separation of Plant Particles
was held at Oak Ridge, Tennessee,
22-24 January 1970. The purpose of
the meeting was to exchange practical
and theoretical ideas on the separation
of cellular, subcellular, and macromolecular particles from plants. In
order to describe the current state of
the art in selected areas of particle
separation independent of the immediate application, a number of the invited
speakers were concerned with animal
or bacterial systems. The bias of the
organizers-N. G. Anderson, R. C.
Fuller, and myself-was revealed by
the heavy emphasis on density gradient
centrifugation in zonal rotors.
On the theoretical level, there was

a recurrent theme-the relatively large
size and sectorial geometry of zonal
rotors have increased the feasibility of
and thus stimulated interest in the direct
testing of physical and mathematical
models of density gradient centrifugation. S. P. Spragg (Birmingham, Eng-

land) considered the design of gradients
for optimizing resolution in which the
volume (rather than the radial width)
of a particle zone remains constant
during sedimentation. Spragg asked if
the diffusive flow of solute and solvent
induced by a gradient must not set a
lower and time-dependent limit on the
volume of a particle zone. V. N. Schumaker and B. Halsall (Los Angeles)
described a simpje model system for
measuring zone broadening due to diffusion of the sample particles. Droplet
sedimentation was eliminated by incorporating a counter macromolecule in
the underlying solution. Their procedure provides simple means of measuring diffusion coefficients and for
evaluating additional factors that might
influence zone broadening during sedimentation. H. W. Hsu (Oak Ridge
and Knoxville) presented equations
which predict particle behavior (position and instantaneous velocity) from
the radial functions of gradient density
and viscosity expressed as polynomials.
His calculations should greatly facilitate the calculation of apparent sedimentation coefficients in gradients of
known composition.
In the area of centrifuge techniques
and hardware, G. B. Cline (Birmingham, Alabama) described recent developments with the K-series of highspeed continuous-flow rotors. Cline's
proposals for increasing resolution
through the use of step gradients generated considerable discussion. C. R.
McEwen, E. T. Juhos, and R. W. Stallard (Palo Alto) discussed the principles and possibilities for continuousflow fractionation with their elutriation
rotor. Although the rotor is still in a
developmental stage, its application to
the fractionation of whole cell populations will be watched very closely.
D. A. Waters (Oak Ridge), speaking
of the physical and metallurgical
problems of rotor design, illustrated
problems of stress limits of different
rotor materials by cheerful references
to "catastrophic self-disassembly."
The criteria for intactness and the
special problems of membrane-bound
particles were emphasized by three
speakers. W. Laetch (Berkeley) described the different characteristics of
chloroplasts in the parenchyma as conSCIENCE, VOL. 168

trasted with those in bundle sheaths
of tropical grasses and o ther "Hatchb- + fr
Slack" plants. N. E. T ouletL f'1Zhast
outlined
the
met
activiabolic
Lansing)
ties of leaf peroxisomes zand some of
the problems in their isol ation. W. D.
Bonner (Philadelphia) rej )orted highly
intact mitochondria fron w
White potato, but concluded that "God in his
infinite wisdom meant thaLt roots were
not to be ground up." TIhe consensus

from numerous informal Ldiscussions
was that difficult problems remained in
the recovery of pure suspensions of
completely intact chloropllasts, peroxisomes, and mitochondria.
The application of zona il centrifugation to the separation of specific particles was discussed by a number of
speakers: bacterial "miriicells" (W.
Fisher, Oak Ridge), animial nuclei Of,
Oak
different ploidy (C. A. Albrht
brecht,
ak
continuous-flow
he
arvesting and
Ridge),
separation of intact from s tripped chloroplasts (D. H. Brown, Oak Ridge),
separation of mitochondriia from de-

repressed and repressed yreast (C. A.
Price, New Brunswick), piveparation of

homogeneous viruses for vaccine production (J. L. Gerin, Betihesda; H. E.
Bond, Bethesda), one-step fractionation of serum lipoproteinss by density
Nash
gradient flotation (M. Heinnbergrg,sh
ville), and separation of undegraded
chromosomal DNA by reorienting
gradient techniques (J. Lett, Fort
Collins).
Among the

tions of

most

imagina itive applica-

particle separatic Dns was the
control of the Douglas fir
tussock moth caterpillar through largescale purification of the s;pecific polyhedrosis virus in a K-type rotor (J. P.
Breillatt, Oak Ridge).
The microsymposium amd two associated workshops were s,ponsored by
the American Society of:Plant Physiologists, the University of TennesseeOak Ridge Graduate SchLool of Biomedical Sciences, and thee Molecular
Anatomy Program of the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory. Supp(ort was provided by these organizatic ns plus the
Division of Biology and:
Memicine of
proposed

*
edie

f

the U.S. Atomic Energy (Commissiony,
the International Equipmen itCompany,
and the Spinco Division (of Beckman

Instruments. The published proceedings

of this

microsymposium

w ill be avail-

able from the MAN Pr(ogram, Oak
Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge,
Tennessee.
C. A. PRICE

Rutgers University,
New Brunswick, New Jerse y 08903
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Courses
Experimental and Theoretical Analysis
of Modern Characterization Methods Applied to Electronic Materials, Cambridge,
Mass., 27 July-7 August. This course will
deal with the available methods and techniques (their potential and limitations) for
the chemical and physical characterization
of materials (for electronic applications,
semiconductors, magnetics, dielectrics, and
others).
The principles of will
various
characterization
techniques the be
discussed as they relate to the determination
of trace impurities, impurity heterogeneities, crystalline structure, lattice defects,
electrical carriers, and surface configuration of specific classes of electronic materials. (Director of the Summer Session,
Room E19-356, Massachusetts Institute of

SCIENTIST'S
BEST
FRIEND

Technology, Cambridge 02139)
Anthropology for College Teachers,
Boulder, Colo., 15 June-21 August. This
summer institute is being offered for the
10th year and has been awarded a grant

by the National Science Foundation. Is

intended for 30 college and junior college
teachers of anthropology whose formal
training in the subject is weak. (Dr. A. J.
Kelso, Director, Department of Anthropology,
80302)University of Colorado, Boulder
Theory and Practice of the Analytical
Ultracentrifuge; Advances in Macromolecular Characterization, Woods Hole, Mass.,
11-22 May. Material will include basic
information, sedimentation velocity;
boundary analysis; zonal and active enzyme sedimentation velocity, sedimentation
equilibrium of enzymes, including paucidisperse systems; density gradient sedimentation equilibrium; and optical techniques. Tuition: $400. (Dr. David Teller,
Department of Biochemisty, University of
Washington, Seattle 98105)
Anatomy, Physiology, and Patient Care,
Charleston, S.C., 13 July-7 August. The
course is designed to familiarize the engineer with the problems involved in the
delivery of medical care. The opportunity
to observe the activities of the emergency
room, operating room, intensive care unit,
and other areas of the hospital is provided.
Limited to 40 participants. Tuition: $500.
(Mr. Thomas S. Hargest, Director, Engineering
Development Section, Department
of Surgery, Medical University of South
Carolina, Charleston 29401)
Polymers (Characterization, Morphology, and Structure-Property Relations),
Houston, Tex., 4-8 May. Fee: $300.
(Mary B. Appleton, Office of Continuing
P.O. Box 1892, Rice University,
Studies,
Houston, Tex. 77001)
Practicum in Histology, Boston, Mass.,
24 May-5 June. An intensive program in

histological techniques, including fixation,

embedding, microtomy, staining, and auto-

radiography, is designed for doctoral level
investigators. Highly recommended lab-

oratory assistants will be considered.
Limited to 12 students in order to insure
maximum practical laboratory experience.
(Dr. Clifford F. Youse, Director of Programs in Applied Science, Center for
Continuing Education, Northeastern Uni-

versity, Boston, Mass. 02115)

AN ISCO
GOLDEN RETRIEVER
At home, man's best friend is his
dog. But in the lab, it's an ISCO
Golden Retriever fraction collector.

Simple. Because it's solid state,
and because the shifting mechanism has just three moving
parts. No chains, levers, belts or
ratchets to wear or become un-

synchronized.
Easy to clean. The test tube racks
are removable. And the drive
mechanism can be easily lifted

off the base and immersed in
water or other solvents.
The Golden Retriever is versatile
too. It will hold any size tubes
from 10 to 18 mm without adapters. It can retrieve from two
columns simultaneously. And it
counts drops, multiple siphon
discharges or time intervals for
each tube.
Bring your best friend to the lab
. . .the Golden Retriever from
ISCO. Choose from two models.
$695 and $850.
Write for brochure FC37.
INSTRUMENTATION
SPECIALTIES CO.
4700 SUPERIOR
'UNCOLN, NEBRASKA U65
PHONE (402) 434-0231 CBLE ISCOLA UNCOLN
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AAAS Symposia as Textbooks
Man, Culture, and Animals
The third printing of Man . . . will be available on 1 May.
First published in 1965, it is being used increasingly as a
college textbook in anthropology. It grew out of a AAAS
symposium, "The Role of Animals in Human Ecological
Adjustments."
Edited by Anthony Leeds and Andrew P. Vayda. 304
pages. Bibliography. Retail price: $8. AAAS member price
when paynment is sent wiith order: -7.

As a result of expansion of Central Nervous
System Research a new position has been created at our modern R & D complex in New
Brunswick, N.J. This position entails the evaluation and supervision of studies on the effects of
psychotropic drugs on brain chemistry. In addition, you will have the opportunity to do interdisciplinary research with physiological psychologists, neurophysiologists and pharmacologists.
The successful applicant will have a Ph.D. or
equivalent with training in Neurochemistry. He
should have interests in studying biochemical
processes of the central nervous system and
have experience correlating these biochemical
activities with behavioral neurophysiological and
neuroanatomical variables.
The salary will be commensurate with education and experience plus you will entoy a liberal
company paid benefits program. To apply please
send a resume, indicating present salary, in
confidence to: Mr. Walter Kipp, Personnel Administrator, Research and Development.

Air Conservation
Recent emnphasis on the environment has put this 5-yearold AAAS volume into the textbook category. Air Conservation is the Report of the Air Conser-vation Commission of
the AAAS, James P. Dixon. Chairman. The volume has
suddenly found sside usc hv environment-consciotus students
and teachers.
2nd printing, 1968. 348-pages. Illustrated. Bibliography.
Index. Retail price: $8. AAAS member price w'hen payment
is sent with order: $7.

Send your order today to

AAAS Publications
Suite 100, 1515 Massachusetts Ave., NW
Washington, D.C. 20005
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POSITIONS WANTED: 40¢ per word, minimumn charge $10. Use of Box Number
counts as 10 additional words. Payment
in advance is required. These rates apply
to individuals only. Personnel agencies and
companies take display rate for all advertig

POSITIONS OPEN: $7 per column line, if
publisher's type is used (12 lines -1 inch).
Minimum ad is 12 lines or S84. All ads
using larger than 6 point type will be
billed as display ads at $100 per inch.
No charge for Box Number. Rates net. No
agency commission allowed for ads under
4 inches. No cash discount. Ads over 1
inch will be billed to the nearest half inch
Payment in advance is required except

i|||||||||||||POSITIONS WANTED 1 1 1 1 1 1
Biochemist: Ph.D. 1962. Diversified experience-

SCIE N'CE.
4/1t0
PhIsical Chemist. Ph.D., 1958. Postdoctoral and
indUstrial experience, puhblications in crs stallograpliv, cryogenics, radiation chemistrs. Seeks
teachin-/rcsearch position. Receptive to opportunitics in fields of biological importarice. Box
4/It)
139. SCIENCE.

P1sychopharnmacologist, Ph.D., 14 years of academic and industrial research experietnce. Pc:bliCations. Proven drug development abilits. Seeks
rcsponsible research position. Box 141, SCIENCE.
4/l()

I|||||

SCIENCE, Room 211
1515 Massachusetts Ave., NW
Washington, D.C. 20005
Replies to blind ads should be addressed
as follows:
Box egive number)
SCIENCE
1515 Massachusetts Ave., NW
Washington, D.C. 20005

O?PEN

| |||

515 Portage Avenue
Winnipeg 2, Manitoba, Canada

lished.

tising to

PPOSITIONS

University of Winnipeg

where satisfactory credit has been estab-

COPY for ads must reach SCIENCE 4 weeks
before issue date (Friday of every week).
Send copy for Personnel Placement adver-

ANIlNIAL TECHNICI AN
D Ltis lnitialls to be respoilsible for all animal
care fatitines mit to provide limited ancillary
technic.l services to some of the teachlino laboraItories, lie Dep.artment of Biolocs is plining a
nesv animal room complex, and aqciariLum (300
sqcLare fcet) anid the sLIccessfuLl applicant will be
expecteL to participate actively in the planning of
this tirtit and esentcUally to take charge of these
facilitics.

1||||||0||| I'OSITIONS WANTED DOD DO DO

QuLalifications: It is hoped to appioint a candidate
certiiecti .s a Senior Technician by the CALAS
(or equiivalent), but the minimuLm quialification for
applicatiion would be completion of a program in
Biological Technology pluIs practical experience in
l.ihcrr.atory animal care.
Salary: D)cpcndcnt tupon qLialiticatiotrs andt cxperi-

Aquatic Biologist-Phycologist, Ph.D. T aclhirn
arrd researclI experience. I'ublications. Desire..
teachinrc-rescarch position in college or urnis'ersitv cor resplolnsible position in industry. Availahle
4/Itt
stimler 1971) Box 122. SCIENCE.

rad namies
Atpplications including curriculcin sitac
tswor referees should be sent to Professor J C
lDepartment Hcad, at the a'Iddress b.osv,
ionrov,
rio later tia/i I May 1970.

2 A.

CLINICAL
RESEARCH
PHYSICIAN

limnology, enzymology, microbiologs, nuLcleic
aicids, isotopes. Seeks challenging position ir:
oceanogr.phic, limnological, or environmental
prograrur Available July or Octoher. Box I s,

Otir Biomedical Research Dept. has a new
position in developinig programs of clinical
investigation. The incumbent will initiate
and supervise clinical trials of ness drIgs.
Experience in clinical research and internal
nmedicine preferred btht will train M.D withi
reccttlv completed residency.

OuLr new nmodern laboratories are in a
stibhurban locationi offering excellent living
conditions and schlools.
Investigate This Opporttunitv, Please
Send CurricuLltum Vitae And Salary Reqtiirements, In Confidence To:

To

D. P. Whiteley
Professional Employment

CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, INC.
Wilmington, Delaware 19899
m.
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